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SSYMBIOTIC STARS YMBIOTIC STARS 

HHeterogeneous groupeterogeneous group –– oftenoften latelate--type gianttype giant transferr ing mass ontotransferr ing mass onto aa
compact ob jectcompact ob ject (a WD(a WD oror a neutrona neutron starstar) via a ) via a strong stellar wind orstrong stellar wind or inin
some casessome cases viavia RocheRoche lobe lobe overflowoverflow (more than 100 (more than 100 symbioticssymbiotics known)known)

MMost symbioticsost symbiotics are theare the longlong --periodperiod causinscausins ofof CVs andCVs and XX--ray binariesray binaries
(e.g.(e.g. MikolajewskaMikolajewska & Kenyon & Kenyon 1992)1992)

Dramatic variabili ty on a large range of t ime scales (from seconDramatic variabili ty on a large range of t ime scales (from secon ds to ds to 
years and d ecades)years and d ecades)

CClass ificationlass ification of of symbiotics symbiotics by by Murset et alMurset et al . . ((1996)1996)::
group group αααα: : supersoftsupersoft XX--ray spectra (hot white dwarfs?) ray spectra (hot white dwarfs?) 
group group ββββ: harder X: harder X--ray spectra (colli ding winds?)ray spectra (colli ding winds?)
group group γγγγ: relatively hard X: relatively hard X--ray sources (neutron star instead of a WD?)ray sources (neutron star instead of a WD?)

INTEGRALINTEGRAL –– suitablesuitable forfor::
(a) (a) detectiondetection of of symbiotics withsymbiotics with thethe hardesthardest XX--ray spectraray spectra
(b) simultaneous (b) simultaneous obsobs. in the optical and hard X. in the optical and hard X--ray regionsray regions
(c) long(c) long --term term obsobs. with OMC . with OMC –– including a search for rapid variations in including a search for rapid variations in obsobs..

series during series during sc isc i . window . window 



RSRS OphOph

relatively bright symbiotic star relatively bright symbiotic star 

orbitalorbital period period PPorborb=460=460 daysdays

inclination angleinclination angle 3030oo –– 4040oo

giant component underfilling itsgiant component underfilling its lobe lobe ((DobrzyckaDobrzycka && KenyonKenyon 1994)1994)

white dwarfwhite dwarf (WD)(WD) –– recurrentrecurrent novanova ((five five obobservedserved explosionsexplosions))

(e.g.(e.g. WarnerWarner 1995)1995)

QQuiescent brightness uiescent brightness –– fluctuatfluctuationsions ((months and yearsmonths and years))

1111 –– 12 12 magmag(V)(V), , sometimes sometimes 1010 magmag(V)(V) (e.g.(e.g. Dobrzycka Dobrzycka && KenyonKenyon 1994, 1994, 

Oppenheimer and MatteiOppenheimer and Mattei 1996)1996)

RRapid optical variationsapid optical variations –– time time scalescale ofof tenstens ofof minutesminutes,, similar similar to to 

those often seenthose often seen in in shortshort--period period CVsCVs (e.g.(e.g. WalkerWalker 1977,1977, Dobrzycka Dobrzycka 

et alet al. 1996). 1996)



FFieldield of theof the cataclysmiccataclysmic//symbiotic variablesymbiotic variable
RSRS OphOph on the OMC on the OMC frameframe ((VV--fil ter)fil ter), , takentaken
on on MMJD 52753.3685, exp. 100 sec.JD 52753.3685, exp. 100 sec.
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Strong rStrong rapidapid
variabili ty variabili ty 
withwith a a 
prominent prominent 
flickeringflickering

RS RS OphOph

Set  BSet  B Set  CSet  C

Set  DSet  D Set  ESet  E

Magnitude scaleMagnitude scale Intensity scaleIntensity scale



PeriodogramsPeriodograms ofof setssets CC++DD++EE of of RS RS OphOph..
(a)(a) autocorrelation (autocorrelation (methodmethod ofof Percy et alPercy et al. 1981. 1981) ) 
(b)(b) PDM PDM (phase dispersion minimization) (phase dispersion minimization) methodmethod

((StellingwerfStellingwerf 1978,1978, WidjajaWidjaja 19961996))
Both methods revealBoth methods reveal aa cyclecycle--length nearlength near 0.02 0.02 daysdays. . 
TThis his cycle is present alsocycle is present also in thein the individual setsindividual sets..

Autocorrelation methodAutocorrelation method

PDM methodPDM method



Weighted waveletWeighted wavelet ZZ--transformtransform of theof the individual setsindividual sets of RSof RS OphOph. WWZ . WWZ indicatesindicates whether whether 

oror notnot there isthere is aa periodic fluctuation atperiodic fluctuation at aa given given time  time  atat aa given  given  frequencyfrequency ((methodmethod ofof

FosterFoster 19961996). ). DDotted curves otted curves –– maximum of WWZ. maximum of WWZ. RRangeange of of ordinate identicalordinate identical forfor all all 

panelspanels. L. Lengthength of of abscissaabscissa for for each each set set –– lengthlength of  science of  science windowwindow of of INTEGRALINTEGRAL. . 

MJD – 52 700 MJD – 52 700

Set  BSet  B Set  DSet  D

Set  CSet  C Set  ESet  E



Weighted waveletWeighted wavelet ZZ--transformtransform of set of set DD of of RS RS OphOph . . (a)(a) ProfileProfile of WWZ,of WWZ,
ind icating whether orind icating whether or notnot there isthere is a a period ic fluctuationperiod ic fluctuation; ; (b)(b) ProfileProfile of of 
wweighted wavelet ampli tudeeighted wavelet ampli tude,, givinggiving thethe semisemi--ampli tudeampli tude of of variationsvariations
((methodmethod ofof FosterFoster 19961996).).

MJD – 52 700

WWZ profileWWZ profile

SemiSemi--amplitude of amplitude of magmag(V)(V)



Relation between the frequency of the maximum WWZ Relation between the frequency of the maximum WWZ 

and semiand semi--amplitude of the flickering in amplitude of the flickering in set Dset D



Results of OMC observations of RS Results of OMC observations of RS OphOph

OObservationsbservations in orbin orb.. phasesphases 00.9848.9848 –– 0.99350.9935 ((ephemerisephemeris:: DobrzyckaDobrzycka

&& KenyonKenyon 19941994) ) –– atat primary eclipse ifprimary eclipse if RSRS Oph were eclipsing Oph were eclipsing 

still important phase still important phase –– e.g. e.g. wind flow fromwind flow from giant giant towardtoward WD WD can still can still 

influence our view intoinfluence our view into thethe vicinityvicinity of the WDof the WD

RS RS OphOph observed with OMC observed with OMC at various levelsat various levels of of brightnessbrightness ((lower value lower value 

~~11.4511.45 magmag((VV))) ) –– the the lowest one at which flickeringlowest one at which flickering of thisof this object was object was 

analyanalyzzeded

RRapid variationsapid variations of of brightness brightness in in sets sets BCDEBCDE::

LLargestargest peakpeak--toto--peakpeak amplitudesamplitudes ~~0.30.3 magmag((VV) ) inin setssets C C andand D D 

Generally: AGenerally: Amplitude of flickering tends mplitude of flickering tends toto increase with increasing increase with increasing 

mean level of mean level of intensityintensity –– origin of both flickering andorigin of both flickering and ""constantconstant"" optical optical 

luminosityluminosity from the same sourcefrom the same source



WWZ WWZ methodmethod –– detectdetection ofion of typical frequency of flickeringtypical frequency of flickering forfor eacheach set set 

typical frequencytypical frequency 3030 –– 5050 cyclescycles//dayday (i.e. period 48(i.e. period 48 –– 29 min) 29 min) 

frequency tendsfrequency tends to varyto vary with varying meanwith varying mean intensityintensity of setsof sets !!

–– ssetet B B ((lower meanlower mean intensityintensity than setsthan sets CDECDE):): flickering with lower flickering with lower 

freqfreq and smaller amplitude than in CDEand smaller amplitude than in CDE

–– set D: variations of set D: variations of freqfrequencyuency also in the course of thealso in the course of the setset

CComplicated relation between amplitude of flare in flickering andomplicated relation between amplitude of flare in flickering and its its 

durationduration inside a given science window: inside a given science window: 

Set D Set D –– amplitude decreases with decrease of cycleamplitude decreases with decrease of cycle--lengthlength ((andand hence hence 

duration of flareduration of flare))

SShorthort time time scalescale of of flickering flickering –– most most probable locationprobable location inin close vicinityclose vicinity

of the WDof the WD ((supportedsupported alsoalso by rapid by rapid variationsvariations of of HeHe II 4686II 4686 emissionemission

((SokoloskiSokoloski 2002)2002)))



All this contradicts the origin of flickering from rotation ofAll this contradicts the origin of flickering from rotation of

magnetized magnetized white dwarfwhite dwarf –– typical periods of flickering found heretypical periods of flickering found here are are 

quite discordant withquite discordant with periodperiod ofof 8181+/+/--22 min min ((Dobrzycka et alDobrzycka et al. 1996). 1996)

LLevelevel of "of "constantconstant" intensity " intensity playsplays a role in a role in the current properties of the current properties of 

of flickering in RS of flickering in RS OphOph. . 

RRelation between amplitude ofelation between amplitude of rapidrapid and longand long--termterm variations variations in in 

RS RS Oph Oph is in the same senseis in the same sense as as in in CHCH CygCyg ((SokoloskiSokoloski 2002, 2002, SokoloskiSokoloski

&& KenyonKenyon 2003)2003) andand TT CrBCrB ((Anupama Anupama && MikolajewskaMikolajewska 1999)1999)

Our observations in agreement withOur observations in agreement with finding of finding of Bruch (1992)Bruch (1992) for CVs for CVs ––

luminosity of flickering andluminosity of flickering and ""constantconstant"" source in CVssource in CVs areare correlatedcorrelated

Dobrzycka et alDobrzycka et al. . ((1996)1996)

9 June 19939 June 1993
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